Make a poppy wreath for Anzac Day

You will need:

> Cardboard (you could use an old box if you don’t have a sheet handy)
> A couple of different sized round plates to trace your wreath shape
> White or red paper if you have it
> Scissors
> Glue, sticky tape or a stapler
> Ribbon or string if you want to hang your wreath
1. Trace around a plate onto the cardboard and then use a smaller plate or bowl to make a smaller circle in the centre.

2. Cut around the outside of the circle and cut out the centre circle.

3. Decide if which poppy you would like to use.

4. If you have a printer, print off our template and colour in your poppies (or print onto red paper) or you could draw your own.

5. Cut out your flowers.

6. Put some glue onto one of the petals and overlap to make a three-dimensional flower (you can also use a stapler or some sticky tape to do this).

7. Continue attaching poppies until your wreath is full.
8. If you want to hang up your wreath, you can snip a piece of ribbon, wool or string and loop it into a hanger for your wreath (attach to the wreath with sticky tape, glue or a stapler) and hang on your door or window!
3-D poppy template:
Simple poppy template:
If you want an easier job cutting out your wreath, you can use the simple poppy template instead.

You can also bling this up by using fabric or felt instead of paper – I made myself a brooch using the same template, red and black felt, a button and an old badge (but you could even use a safety pin).

You could even make layers of felt/fabric.
Or if you want to take it easy, just colour in and cut out a wreath! Just google poppy wreath colouring, pick your favourite and print it off.